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O Reilly Media, Inc, USA, United States, 2015. Paperback. Condition: New. Language: English . Brand
New Book. Whether you re deploying applications on premise or in the cloud, this cookbook
provides developers, operators, and IT professionals with more than 130 proven recipes for working
with Docker. With these practical solutions, experienced developers with no previous knowledge of
Docker will be able to package and deploy distributed applications within a couple of chapters. IT
professionals will be able to solve everyday problems, as well as create, run, share, and deploy
Docker images. Operators will quickly be able to adopt the tools that will change the way they work.
The recipes in this book will help you: Manage containers, mount data volumes, and link containers
Create and share container images Network containers across single or multiple hosts Tackle
advanced topics such as Docker configuration and development Deploy multi-container
applications on a distributed cluster with Kubernetes Use a new generation of operating systems
optimized for Docker Learn tools for application deployment, continuous integration, service
discovery, and orchestration Access a Docker host on Amazon AWS, Google GCE, and Microsoft
Azure Monitor containers and explore different application use cases.
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ReviewsReviews

Very beneficial for all type of individuals. I have got study and so i am certain that i am going to going to read through once again once again later on. I
am just happy to let you know that this is basically the greatest publication i have study during my own daily life and could be he finest pdf for ever.
-- Pr of . Nelson Fa r r ell MD-- Pr of . Nelson Fa r r ell MD

This publication is indeed gripping and exciting. I could comprehended almost everything using this composed e publication. I am easily could possibly get
a delight of looking at a composed pdf.
-- Lynn Lindg r en-- Lynn Lindg r en
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